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Abstract 
Humans develop auditory-motor interaction to produce a variety of rhythmic sounds using 

body movements, which are often produced and amplified with tools, such as drumming. The 

extended production of sounds allows us to express a wide range of emotions, accompanied by 

physiological changes. According to previous studies, even young infants exhibit movements 

in response to auditory feedback. However, their exhibition of physiological adaptation on 

emergence of auditory-motor interaction is unclear. We investigated the heart rate change 

associated with auditory feedback to spontaneous limb movements in 3-month-old infants. The 

results showed that, in response to the auditory feedback, infants begin to increase heart rate 

more selectively immediately before the timing of the feedback. Furthermore, they gradually 

suppress the peak intensity of the heart rate increase through auditory-motor experience. These 

findings suggest that emergence of auditory-motor interaction in young infants involves 

predictive regulation to implicitly maintain homeostasis in the cardiovascular system. The 

predictive regulation, which is referred to as allostasis, may contribute to the prolonged sound 

production and provide a developmental basis for more sophisticated goal-directed behavior of 

producing rhythmic sounds.   
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Introduction 
Humans produce a variety of sounds not only by using their vocal organs, but also their body 

movements, such as through drumming. The beat is often produced and amplified with tools 

such as musical instruments (Patel 2014); for example, tool-assisted rhythmic drumming is 

assumed to be unique to humans, except for only a few species of animals (e.g. palm cockatoo) 

(Heinsohn et al. 2017). The extended production of sounds allows us to express various 

rhythms and melodies to induce a wide range of emotions and feelings, accompanied by 

physiological as well as behavioral changes (Blood and Zatorre 2001; Habibi and Damasio 

2014; Scherer and Zentner 2001). Furthermore, in the long term, these changes associated with 

music activities are assumed to play a crucial role in subjective well-being and health through 

homeostatic processes, such as stress reduction (Bainbridge et al. 2020; Chanda and Levitin 

2013; Cirelli and Trehub 2020; de Witte et al. 2020; Tramo et al. 2011). 

Recent cognitive neuroscientific research of music shows that both perception and 

production of music require the interaction between auditory and motor systems (Zatorre et al. 

2007). Especially, the integration of spatial, auditory, and motor information has been assumed 

to be essential in producing rhythmic sounds by controlling movements, such as drumming. 

Humans acquire universal musicality, including the ability to produce rhythmic sounds, which 

is often amplified using musical instruments (Kotz et al. 2018; Savage et al. 2015). However, 

the emergence of these auditory-motor interactions in the acquisition of sound production in 

early development remains unclear.  

As opposed to sound perception, which indicates the early ability to process musical 

sounds (Hannon and Johnson 2005; Perani et al. 2010; Phillips-Silver and Trainor, 2005; 

Winkler et al. 2009), the development of sound production in infancy is directly revealed by 

only a few studies. Infants typically produce rhythmic vocalization (e.g. babbling) and 

movement (e.g. banging, shaking) in the first few years of life (Dolata et al. 2008; Ejiri 1998; 

Thelen 1979; Cirelli and Trehub 2019; Zentner and Eerola 2010; Fujii et al. 2014). For 

example, Zentner and Eerola (2010) reported that 5- to 24-months old infants engaged in 

rhythmic limb movements when listening to music. Fujii et al. (2014) reported that three- to 

four-months-old infants are already primed to interact with music via limb movements and 

vocalizations. Therefore, it is possible that even young infants develop the precursors of 

auditory-motor interactions, allowing for more sophisticated music production such as dancing 

or drumming in later developmental stages.  

Previous studies investigating the development of memory or sense of self-agency have 

shown that young infants would enhance movements in response to contingent changes in the 
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environment including auditory sounds (Bahrick and Watson 1985; DeCasper and Fifer 1980; 

Rochat and Striano 1999; Rovee-Collier 1999; Watanabe et al. 2011). For example, in a 

situation where sucking induced presentation of mother’s speech or face, new-borns increased 

their oral movements to induce the presentation (DeCasper and Fifer 1980). Similarly, in the 

sucking task, 2-month-old infants showed modulation of their oral movements in conditions 

where the pitch of the contingent auditory feedback varied depending on the pressure of their 

sucking (Rochat and Striano 1999). Furthermore, in the mobile task, supine young infants with 

a limb connected to an overhead mobile, selectively increased the limb’s movements to induce 

audio-visual stimulation from the mobile (Rovee-Collier 1999; Watanabe et al. 2011).  

These findings suggest that young infants are motivated to increase their body 

movements to produce sounds in situations where their body movements could induce or be 

converted to auditory information. Noteworthily, in this period, it would be challenging for 

infants to inhibit and regulate spontaneous movements automatically generated by subcortical 

systems (i.e. central pattern generator in brainstem and spinal cord) (Watanabe et al. 2011; 

Prechtl 1997). Thus, the findings are assumed to be evidence for the precursor of goal-directed 

behavior due to cortical development, providing a base for the acquisition of music production. 

As opposed to behavioral adaptation (i.e. enhancement of motor activities), few studies 

investigated the physiological activities through the auditory-motor interaction in early infancy. 

Reportedly, foetus (Lecanuet et al. 1992) and young infants (Morrongiello and Clifton 1984; 

Porges et al. 1973) display heart rate deceleration when exposed to auditory stimuli, which 

may be a function of orienting response (Graham and Clifton 1966) and sustained attention 

(Richards and Casey 1991). Also, such cardiovascular response may depend on predictability 

of the timing of auditory stimuli (Hajack et al. 2003; 2004). Given that the auditory-motor 

interaction allows prediction of auditory feedback in response to movement (Zatorre et al. 

2007), it is possible that the dynamic change in cardiovascular system may occur in the early 

process of auditory-motor interaction in young infants. 

Moreover, as a notable aspect of music, its production and perception elicit feelings and 

emotions which involve arousal, stress regulation, and behavioral and attentional changes 

(Habibi and Damasio 2014; Scherer and Zentner 2001). Especially, auditory-motor 

synchronization has been reported to decrease the physiological load in cardiovascular system, 

even in the absence of musical component (Bood et al. 2013; Chaisurin et al. 2020; Trappe 

2010). This predictive mode to maintain homeostasis regulation via behavioral and 

physiological changes is considered as ‘allostasis’ (Sterling 2012). Therefore, we speculate that 

the auditory-motor interaction in young infants would accompany not only just behavioral 
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adaptation, but also allostatic regulation in cardiovascular system. 

To the best of our knowledge, no study has revealed the dynamic change in 

cardiovascular activity in response to auditory feedback associated with movement in infants. 

A few studies investigated more global changes of parasympathetic activities, indexed by 

respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) (Task Force 1996; Denver et al. 2007), in the mobile 

paradigm using audio-visual feedback (Haley et al. 2008; Sullivan 2016). Haley et al. (2008), 

reported that, 3-month-old infant learners showed greater suppression of RSA than the 

non-learners. Alternatively, Sullivan (2016) reported that, in 5-month-old infants, RSA did not 

vary significantly over sessions, and was not associated with learning status. Nevertheless, 

more localized, and dynamic cardiovascular changes associated with auditory-motor 

experience in young infants remains unclear. 

By focusing on the physiological aspects, the current study expands the previous 

observation on emergence of auditory-motor interaction in early infancy (Bahrick and Watson 

1985; DeCasper and Fifer 1980; Rochat and Striano 1999; Rovee-Collier 1999; Watanabe et al. 

2011). To reveal the physiological adaptation in this context, we investigated heart rate as well 

as behavioral change through auditory feedback to limb movements. Considering the role of 

sound production and perception in achieving homeostasis via arousal and stress regulation 

(Bainbridge et al. 2020; Chanda and Levitin 2013; Cirelli and Trehub, 2020; de Witte et al. 

2020; Tramo et al. 2011; Sterling 2012), we hypothesized that the heart rate change related to 

limb movements inducing auditory feedback may be gradually regulated by changes in limb 

movements during auditory-motor integration progress.
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Methods 
Participants 

Thirty 3-month-old term infants (10 females) participated in this study. The sample excluded 

preterm/low-birth weight infants or infants with medical problems. The mean age of the infants 

was 99.77 days (range: 90–110 days, SD = 5.54 days). Twenty-seven other infants participated 

but did not complete the experiment due to excessive crying (n = 25) and drowsiness (n = 2). 

Additional 10 infants completed the experiment, but were excluded because their excessive 

fussiness was soothed by the experimenter occasionally. The study was approved by the ethical 

committee of Life Science Research Ethics and Safety, The University of Tokyo, and was 

conducted in accordance with standards specified in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. Written 

informed consent was obtained from the participants’ parents. 

 

Apparatus and stimuli 

Infants were studied in the laboratory at the Department of Physical and Health Education at 

the Graduate School of Education, the University of Tokyo. During the experiment each infant 

was positioned in a supine position on a baby mattress (120 cm × 70 cm).  

Four virtual drum-kit sensors with accelerometer and gyroscope (Freedrum, Sweden; 

Figure 1a) were put on each limb of the participants to record the timing of the velocity and 

acceleration of movements exceeding a threshold. When the threshold was exceeded during 

Test phase, auditory stimuli was immediately fed to an infant from two speakers (Bose) about 

40 cm near their ears. The auditory stimuli produced by each limb’s sensor corresponded to 

drum sounds with different heights (i.e., high Tom, mid Tom, low Tom, floor Tom; Figure 1b). 

 
Figure 1. Experimental setup: (a) an infant wearing a virtual drum kit sensor (Freedrum, 

Sweden) on the right arm; (b) the sounds produced by each limb’s sensor correspond to drum 

sounds of different heights. 

(a) (b)

Speaker
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For heart rate recording, we used a wireless multi-telemeter (WEB-1000, Nihon Koden) 

to obtain the Electrocardiograph (ECG) data. The ECG data were measured from three 

disposable paediatric ECG electrodes (NC Vitrode, Nihon Koden) using lead II (right 

collarbone and lower left rib), grounded at the left collarbone. The sampling rate was 1000 Hz.  

Additionally, a single video camera (Handycam HDR-CX675, SONY) was used to 

record the movements, faces, voices, and status of the sensors to assess infants’ behavioral 

status and maintain records. 

 

Experimental procedure 

Infants were positioned on their backs on the baby mattress before commencing the experiment. 

Four virtual drum-kit sensors were attached to the forearms and the lower legs of each infant.  

The experimental session consisted of three periods lasting for a total of 12-min: Pre 

phase (2-min), Test phase (8-min), and Post phase (2-min). During Pre and Post phases, the 

speakers’ volume was muted to not feed the auditory stimulus contingent to the spontaneous 

limb movements to the infants. During Test phase, infants were able to listen to and induce the 

auditory feedback through limb movements. For statistical analysis, Test phase was further 

divided into four two-minute sub-phases (T1, T2, T3, T4). 

During this procedure, the caregiver stayed away from the infant’s view and the 

experimenter did not interact with the infant socially (e.g. eye-contact, speech) to avoid 

distracting the infant. However, when the infants became excessively fussy or upset during 

Post phase, the experimenter attempted to soothe the infant, in line with previous studies (e.g., 

Haley et al. 2008). 

 

Data analysis 

Movement measures 

We obtained the onset time of limb movements which exceeded the threshold to induce 

auditory feedback (n = 7343). If the time difference from the previous data within the same 

limb was less than 100 msec, that data was excluded as a double count (n = 543). We also 

detected the period when the sensors had come off from an infant’s limb using video data. The 

timing data related to these were excluded (n = 121), and a total of 6679 timing data of the 

movement were used for analysis. Based on the time series of the timing data, we calculated 

the frequency of the limb movements and the standard deviation of the time intervals between 

the limb movements for each 2-min of each infant to assess the changes in the limb 

movements. 
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Heart rate measures 

The recorded ECG data were converted into R-wave intervals after manual artifact correction 

with Heart Rate Variability Analysis Software (Mindware Technologies LTD, US). The 

corrected R-wave intervals were converted into time series of heart rate.  

Power spectral analysis of heart rate variability (HRV) was performed using the Kubios HRV 

Analysis Software 2.0 (The Biomedical Signal and Medical Imaging Analysis Group, 

Department of Applied Physics, University of Kuopio, Finland) (Tarvainen et al. 2014). We 

determined two main oscillations (Task Force 1996; Denver et al. 2007): a low-frequency 

component (LF, 0.04–0.24Hz), representing both sympathetic and parasympathetic activity 

related to the baroreflex system; and a high-frequency component (HF, 0.25–1.50 Hz) 

representing vagal (parasympathetic) activity modulated by respiratory cycles (i.e., RSA). For 

the high-frequency component, the bandwidth was extended to 0.25–1.50 Hz from the adult 

standard of 0.15–0.40 Hz, due to the higher speed of respiration in young infants (Shinya et al. 

2016). Both HRV components were calculated by summing power spectral density values over 

the bandwidth. The ratio of LF to HF was also calculated as an indicator of sympathovagal 

balance. 

In addition to directly revealing the immediate heart rate change due to the contingent 

auditory feedback of limb movements, we determined the event-related heart rate change 

(ERHR) by extracting heart rate change for 10 sec before and after each timing for each limbs’ 

acceleration exceeding the threshold (i.e. the onset of auditory feedback during Test phase). 

The ERHR baseline was adjusted by subtracting the cubic trend of the time series of heart rate 

for each phase and each participant.  

 

Statistical analysis 

To assess the movement and cardiac measures except for ERHR and the global changes across 

phases, we conducted a within subjects one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA, phase: Pre, T1, 

T2, T3, T4, Post). 

To assess the statistically significant occurrence of ERHR for each phase, we created 

surrogate data by randomly extracting data 200 times from the timeseries of each infant's heart 

rate. For all continuous ERHR data supplied by all participants, we performed linear 

mixed-effects models (LMM) including the fixed effect of event (i.e., original vs surrogate) 

and the random effect of participant with intercept to test whether significant difference 

occurred at each 0.1 sec time point between the original and surrogate ERHRs.  

Additionally, to investigate how the amplitude of ERHRs changes across phases, we 
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conducted the LMM to predict the mean ERHR for the period 0-2 sec after each timing for 

each limbs’ acceleration exceeding the threshold (n = 6679) by phase (Pre, T1, T2, T3, T4, 

post) as a fixed effect and participant with intercept (n = 30) as a random effect.  

The LMMs allowed us to assess the occurrence and change of ERHR across phases 

without assuming that the observations for successive events were independent as a general 

linear model (e.g., ANOVA) would require (Quené and van den Bergh 2004). Also, the models 

allowed for significance tests with high statistical power, as the event-related response data 

were not averaged over phases per participant.  

All statistical analyses were performed using R version 4.0.1 (R Development Core Team 

2020). The LMMs were developed using the ‘lme4’ package (Bates et al. 2015). In 

repeated-measures ANOVAs and the LMMs, post hoc multiple comparisons were conducted 

using sequentially rejective Bonferroni procedure.  
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Results 
Change of movement and cardiac measures across phases 

Figure 2 shows the changes of the averaged movement (Figure 2a) and cardiac measures 

(Figure 2b, c, d) across 6 phases (i.e., Pre, T1, T2, T3, T4, Post phase).  

For the movement frequency related to auditory feedback, we found a significant main 

effect of phase (F5,145 = 18.73, p < .001). Multiple comparisons of phases revealed that the 

frequency of the movements during Post phase was greater than those during Pre (p < .001) 

and T1–T4 phase (p < .001; p < .001; p = .008; p = .036). Also, the frequency during T4 was 

greater than Pre (p = .003) and T1–T3 phase (p < .001; p < .001; p = .034), indicating that 

infants increased frequency of their spontaneous limb movements during the whole experiment 

(Figure 2a). 

 

 
Figure 2. Line plots for changes of movement and cardiac measures across phases: (a) 

frequency of movement, (b) heart rate, (c) HF, and (d) LF/HF. Bars represent standard errors. 
***p < .001, **p < .01, *p < .05 (compared to Pre phase). 

 

We observed a significant main effect of phase for heart rate (HR) (F5,145 = 13.24, p 

< .001) (Figure 2b). In multiple comparisons, the HR during Post phase was greater than those 
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during Pre (p = .003), T1–T4 phase (p < .001; p = .004; p = .007; p = .020). Moreover, the HR 

during T4 phase was greater than that during T1 phase (p = .012). For HRV measures, only a 

significant main effect of phase on HF was observed (F5,145 = 2.48, p = .034), but there was no 

significant difference in multiple comparisons (Figure 2c). These results indicate that, although 

infants showed increased HR during Post phase, the relatively stable heart rate’s and 

sympathetic/parasympathetic activity’s changes were observed from Pre to Test phase. 

 

Comparisons of ERHR between original vs surrogate data 

Figure 3 shows the averaged original and surrogate waveforms of ERHR on Pre, T1–T4, and 

Post phases for all participants. To determine time point of significant ERHR occurrence, we 

performed the LMMs including the fixed effect of event (i.e. original vs surrogate) and the 

random effect of participant with intercept for each 0.1 second of ERHR.  

 
Figure 3. Averaged original (red line) and surrogate (blue line) waveforms of event-related 

heart rate change for 10 sec before and after timing for each limbs’ acceleration exceeding the 

threshold (i.e. onset of auditory feedback to the limb movement during Test phase) for Pre, T1, 

T2, T3, T4, and Post phase (n = 814, 716, 867, 1080, 1334, 1868, respectively). Shadows 

represent 95% confidence intervals, and black bars represent significant differences between 

original and surrogate data (adjusted p < .05).  
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The models revealed that the original ERHR was significantly larger than surrogate one 

during -1.7 ~ 5.1 sec on Pre phase. Alternatively, on Test phase, the periods of significant 

difference were relatively shorter compared to Pre phase (T1: -0.7 ~ 1.6 sec; T2: -0.7 ~ 1.6 sec; 

T3: -0.2 ~ 2.8 sec; T4: -0.5 ~ 2.6 sec). The start point of the significant increase in heart rate on 

Post phase was closer to the onset, although the end point was similar than that on Pre phase 

(-0.6 ~ 5.3 sec). These results indicate that experiencing auditory feedback on limb movements 

led to increase and decrease in heart rate closer to the onset.  

 

Change in ERHR’s peak intensity 

Figure 4 shows the change in ERHR’s peak intensity (0–2 sec period) across phases. The LMM 

revealed a significant phase effect (F5,6671.8 = 6.14, p < .001). Multiple comparisons indicated 

that ERHR’s peak intensity during Test phase was significantly lower than that during Pre 

phase (T1: t = 2.88, p = .044; T2: t = 3.40, p = .008; T3: t = 4.78, p < .001; T4: t = 4.95, p 

< .001). Moreover, the peak intensity during Post phase was significantly lower than Pre phase 

(t = 4.45, p < .001). 

 

 
Figure 4. Bar plots of event-related heart rate change’s peak intensity (0–2 sec period) across 

Pre (black), Test (T1–T4; grey), and Post phase (white). Bars represent standard errors. ***p 

< .001, **p < .01, *p < .05 (compared to Pre phase). 
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Discussion 
The current study is the first to reveal how cardiovascular system would be dynamically 

regulated on emergence of auditory-motor interaction in early infancy, expanding previous 

observations regarding behavioral adaptation (Bahrick and Watson 1985; DeCasper and Fifer 

1980; Rochat and Striano 1999; Rovee-Collier 1999; Watanabe et al. 2011). We found that, in 

3-month-old infants experiencing auditory feedback to spontaneous limb movements, ERHR 

occurred more selectively at the timing of the auditory feedback. Furthermore, ERHR’s peak 

intensity was gradually inhibited through the experience of auditory feedback. These new 

findings on physiological adaptation suggest that even young infants regulate cardiovascular 

system predictively as well as behavioral and attentional changes during the early process of 

auditory-motor learning. 

Several studies investigating memory or sense of self-agency in young infants have 

reported behavioral adaptation to environmental changes including auditory feedback (i.e. 

enhancement of motor activities) (Bahrick and Watson 1985; DeCasper and Fifer 1980; Rochat 

and Striano 1999; Rovee-Collier 1999; Watanabe et al. 2011). Consistent with these findings, 

we confirmed that 3-month-old infants significantly increased frequency of limb movements 

inducing auditory feedback from Pre phase to Test and Post phase. This behavioral change has 

been assumed to reflect increased goal-directed behavior based on predicting visual/auditory 

feedback (Rochat and Striano 1999; Watanabe et al. 2011; von Hofsten 2004). This 

interpretation is supported by our findings of the physiological measures.  

For global changes of cardiac measures, the infants did not show any significant changes 

in heart rate and parasympathetic/sympathetic activity (i.e. HF, LF/HF) from Pre phase to Test 

phase. To reveal a more detailed dynamical change in heart rate, we further investigated ERHR 

change by averaging time-series of heart rate for 10 sec before and after the onset of auditory 

feedback to limb movements. As a result, ERHR occurred selectively just before the auditory 

feedback (Figure 3), and its peak intensity was inhibited gradually through the auditory 

feedback experience (Figure 4). 

Especially, the timing of ERHR occurrence was gradually closer to just before each 

limbs’ acceleration exceeding the threshold during Test phase, with a difference of more than 

one second between the Pre (-1.7 sec) and T4 (-0.5 sec) phases, suggesting that cardiovascular 

systems of infants experiencing auditory-motor interaction began to regulate the timing of the 

heart rate acceleration in anticipation of the auditory feedback to their limb movements. This 

predictive change in the cardiovascular system may be accompanied by behavioral changes 

from exploratory movements to goal-directed behavior due to the increased prediction of 
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auditory feedback. As a result, decreased activity due to efficient goal-directed behavior may 

contribute to inhibiting the ERHR’s peak intensity. Notably, these changes in ERHR persisted 

beyond Test phase into Post phase (i.e. the period without auditory feedback), and this 

persistent effect can be regarded as physiological adaptation to auditory feedback. 

We also found that, for the first 2 minutes of the Test phase, infants showed the rapid 

decrease in ERHR immediately after the auditory feedback. The heart rate deceleration may 

reflect an orienting response and sustained attention to the auditory stimuli (Lecanuet et al. 

1992; Morrongiello and Clifton, 1984; Porges et al. 1973; Graham and Clifton 1966; Richards 

and Casey 1991). Additionally, the timing of the HR deceleration in ERHR was slower 

gradually throughout Test phase (T1: 1.6 sec ~ T4: 2.6sec). These dynamic changes in heart 

rate response suggest that infants first pay attention to the auditory feedback of their limb 

movements and then habituate to the feedback based on their predictions through 

auditory-motor learning. Nevertheless, rapid heart rate deceleration was still prolonged until 

the end of Test phase (2.6 sec), compared to Pre phase (5.1 sec). This prolonged regulation of 

cardiovascular system may reflect a ‘moderate’ attention to the auditory feedback based on the 

prediction. 

From a physiological viewpoint, the predictive regulation of cardiovascular system 

observed in this study can be regarded as ‘allostasis’. Allostasis, an extended concept of 

homeostasis meaning ‘stability through change’, is a dynamic and predictive regulation of 

internal stability through physiological and behavioral change (Sterling 2012). It may be 

difficult for young infants to predict auditory feedback associated with movements in a short 

period, since their ability to coordinate auditory and motor system is still developing. Therefore, 

relatively large prediction errors could have occurred in our sample, especially on the first 

2-min of Test phase. Considering that larger predictive error could induce rapid heart rate 

deceleration (Hajcak et al. 2003), inhibition of the cardiac response to achieve homeostasis 

may enhance auditory-motor learning and goal-directed behavior in young infants (Ecker and 

Gilead 2018; Nagai 2019; Verschure et al. 2014). Indeed, infants showed relatively stable heart 

rate and parasympathetic/sympathetic activity during Test phase, despite the increased 

frequency of the limb movement related to the auditory feedback. Therefore, efficient 

behaviors that place less stress on the cardiovascular system may contribute to prolonged 

sound production and, in the long term, to acquiring more sophisticated musical behaviors. 

Furthermore, our findings are also consistent with several pieces of evidence suggesting 

that music production and perception may involve arousal and stress regulation accompanied 

by changes in emotions and feelings (Bainbridge et al. 2020; Blood and Zatorre 2001; Habibi 
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and Damasio 2014; Scherer and Zentner 2001; Chanda and Levitin 2013; Cirelli and Trehub 

2020; de Witte et al. 2020; Tramo et al. 2011). Especially, it has been emphasized that 

auditory-motor synchronization plays a role in improving both the physiological load in 

cardiovascular system and exercise performance (Bood et al. 2013; Chaisurin et al. 2020; 

Trappe 2010). Reportedly, auditory-motor synchronization is an attention demanding process 

(Peper et al. 2012; Repp 2005). Thus, Bood et al. (2013) assumed that elevated attention on 

auditory-motor synchronization may contribute to distraction from fatigue and discomfort. This 

assumption is compatible with our interpretation of predictive regulation of cardiovascular 

system in young infants.  

The current study had several limitations. First, considering that the average intervals of 

the limb movements were about 2 sec, the overlap of pre- and post-events may have affected 

ERHR. To control the effects of the frequency on ERHR, we investigated statistically 

significant occurrence of ERHR by comparing original and surrogate data from the timeseries 

of each infant's heart rate during the same phase. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the 

inhibition of ERHR’s peak intensity may have been partly associated with the overlapping 

heart rate responses. Second, the current study design did not include a control condition, 

although it is a pre-post design. Therefore, the possibility that changes in ERHR may have 

been caused by increased arousal and fatigue over time should be considered in future studies. 

Also, although the results of the significant increase in the frequency of limb movements 

compared with baseline suggest that most of our subjects learned the relationship to auditory 

feedback, the possibility that some did not learn it well enough should also be considered. 

Third, another limitation of the study is that we evaluated only the timing for any limb’s 

acceleration exceeding the threshold regarding movement measures. We showed the changes in 

limb movement related to auditory feedback but could not fully demonstrate the possibility that 

reduced activity amount due to behavioral efficiency may influence ERHR. Thus, future 

research should investigate the effects of more detailed movement measures on ERHR by 

using an accelerometer or a 3D motion-capture system. 

In conclusion, we revealed that 3-month-old infants regulate cardiovascular system 

predictively in the early process of auditory-motor interaction. By experiencing auditory 

feedback to spontaneous limb movements, they began to increase heart rate more selectively 

just before the timing of the auditory feedback and to gradually suppress the peak intensity of 

the heart rate increase. The predictive regulation to implicitly maintain homeostasis in the 

cardiovascular system may contribute to prolonged sound production, providing a 

developmental basis of acquisition for more sophisticated goal-directed and musical behavior. 
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